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1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to study the dimension formula for the invariant
ring C[/
α
 for aeF^]1**, which may be considered as the ring of code polynomials
in genus 4. We also give all characteristic polynomials of elements in H4. The
main ingredient is the determination of the conjugacy classes of the symplectic
group 5/7(8,2). Our result will be useful for the investigation of the Siegel modular
forms in genus four.
We recall from [10, 11] that the finite group Hg is (up to ±1) just the image
of the modular group Γg = Sp(2g,Z) under the theta representation (of index 1)
and that the ring of modular forms of even weight is given by
Λ(Γg)(2) = Θ [Γr*] = (qyj*- / {relation})",
2|fc
where N denotes the normalization in its field of fractions and "relation" are the
theta relations. However, the generators and the dimension formulas for A(Γg) are
known only for genus g<3.
On the other hand, the invariant ring C[/
α
]Hg may be considered as the ring
of code polynomials in genus g. In [9], there is the definition of the g-th weight
polynomial for codes (codes mean the binary linear codes) and the connections
among codes, lattices, the invariant rings of the finite groups, and the theory of
modular forms were studied (cf. [1], [4], [5], [8], [16]). In particular, it was
shown that the invariant ring of the group <//g,£8>, which is the subring of
C[/
α
]H«, is generated by the g-th weight polynomials for self-dual doubly-even
codes, where £8 is the primitive 8-th root of unity. This invariant ring corresponds
to the ring of the modular forms of weights divisible by 4.
The author would like to thank Prof. Bannai for suggesting this work and
for his encouragement. He owes thanks to Prof. Runge for his critical comments
on the original manuscript. Furthermore, the author would like to thank the
referee for providing him with many improvements thoughout the whole paper.
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2. On the group Hg
In this section, we study the group Hg. In addition to Runge, the group Hg
has been studied by several authors, for example, see [4], [7].
Let V be the g-dimensional vector space over the field of two elements, i.e.,












|S runs over all symmetric matrices in Matgxg(Z)>
be the subgroup of Gl(289C) generated by the elements Tg and the Ds.
We get for the invarint ring C[/
a
]Hg the dimension formula
Φn.(0= Σ (dιmC[/Jd^ =_^___ ,
series of Hg .
where C[/fl]?g is the rf-th homogeneous part of C[/α]Hg, ΦHg(0 is called the Molien
The following lemma gives the simplification we use.
Lemma 2.1 (Lemma 2.1 [9]). One has an exact sequence
where Ng:=(i,Dl,T~lDlTgy and the homomorphism φ is given by the conjugation
of Hg on the F2-vector space Λ^/</>. Π
Therefore we have the obvious formula
where {Q} are the conjugacy classes of Sp(2g,2) and zi is some element of Hg
with φ(zi)eCi. Our computation is done using (2.1).
Finally we list the sizes of groups.
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In our case fe = 4), \N4\ = 1,024 = 210, \Sp(8,2)\ = 47,377,612,800 = 2163552 7 17,
\H4\= 48,5 14,675,507, 200 = 2
263552 7 17.
REMARK. Hi9 <//1?C8>, //2
 are
 the reflection groups No.8, No.9, No.31 in
[14], respectively (cf. Proposition 2.6 [10]).
3. On 5/7(8,2) and its conjugacy classes
In this section, we study the symplectic group Sp(8,2). This is identified
with the Chevalley group of type (C4) over the field of two elements. We give all
the characteristic polynomials of elements in //4 . We remark that we cannot read
off representatives of the conjugacy classes of S/?(8,2) from Atlas [3] although it
is the good reference for the finite simple groups.
As is said, 5X8,2) is one of the Chevalley groups. The properties of such
groups are known and we describe what we need.
Let Δ = {±2f£, ±ξi±ξj (/</)! 1 </',./< 4} be the root system of type (C4), and
choose a = ξ
ί
 — ξ2, b = ξ2 — ξ^ c = ξ3 — ξ4, d=2ξ4 for a fundamental system Π of
roots. We denote by Δ"1" the set of positive roots with respect to Π. We write an
element αα -f βb + yc + δd of Δ + as aβyδ. For example, we write 1023 for a + 2c + 3d.
Eij is the elementary matrix of size 8 x 8 with 1 in the (/J)-entry. For 1 < ij < 4,
x
ξi -</=!+ E^ + E4+jA + i (i <y ),
Then 5X8,2) is generated by x
r




 be the group generated by x
r







^o 1 1 1^002 i^o 1 2 1^0221^1 ooo^i i oo^i 1 1 o^i 1 1 i^i 12 i^i 22 1^222 1 Then B is a Sylow











| reΔ>. Λf is isomorphic to the Weyl group of
type (C4). We fix the following correspondence:
~ 2 :=[0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0],
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<E3 ~ 3:= [0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0],
£4 ~ 4:= [0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0],
-^ <->-_!:= [0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0],
-ί2~:z2:= [0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0],
- £3 ^ ^-3:= [0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0],
-ξ4^-4:= [0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1].
An element of N is uniquely determined by its natural action on 1, 2, 3, 4. If










In the following, we give the conjugacy classes of S/?(8,2) and all characteristic
polynomials of elements in 7/4. To determine the conjugacy classes of S/?(8,2),
we have to show
(i) No two elements in the list are conjugate in S/?(8,2),
(ii)
where CSp(8>2)(c,) denotes the centralizer group of c{ in 5/?(8,2). These statements
are proved using GAP [13]. Then we compute 1024x81 determinants of size
16 x 16. Since H4 is a subgroup of SU(2\Z\^^ (Proposition 2.6 [10]), the
polynomials have the type Σ0:δl^16έi/ with α0 = α16 = l, άi =α1 5, ά2 = α14, ά3 = α1 3,
ά4 = 012, ^5 = ^ !!, ά6=α1 0, άΊ—ag, and άs = as (A bar denotes complex
conjugation).
There are 81 boxes below and the ί'-th box (0<z<80) gives the characteristic
polynomials of elements in z(7V4 . In each box, the first column gives the multiplicity
of each polynomial. The next columns give the values of α1,α2, ,α8,
respectively. For example, in the first box, the 2 in the first column means that
there are 2 occurences of the polynomial in the form 1+ (8 — 8/)ί — 64/f2 + (— 168
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Table.


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































order = 3, c
β
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order = 4, c
n
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order = 6, c3g = (^ oooin(4, 1, -2,3))
2
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order = 21, c?e = #oooι#ooιiπ(-4, -1, -3, -2), \C



























































































































































































































REMARK. The determination of the conjugacy classes of Chevalley groups
were studied by several authors. For example, see [2], [6], [15].
4. Main result
We have obtained the surjective homomorphism
φ:H4-+Sp(*92)
with Kerφ = ΛΓ4 and a set {ci}0<i<8o of representatives of conjugacy classes of
>$p(8,2) in the preceding sections. Our main result can be stated as follows:
Theorem 4.1. The Molien series of H4 is given by
+ 87/44 + 172f48 + 279ί52 + 550/56 + 960ί60 + 1782f64
where
D = (1 - - ί24)4(l - ί28χi - - r48)(l - r56χi - ί60χi - tβs)
x 1 - ί
4- 157f52 + 335ί56 + 549f60 + 1094ί64-h 186 U68 + 350H72 + 5965Γ6
4- 10728ί80 + 18041f84 + 31051/88 + 51025ί92 + 84427f96 + 134865ί100
1688292/124-f2447124^1284-3487706/132+4922301ί136
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+ 105549085/180+132161437f184 +
+ 247823660* 1 96 + 301 389903f 20° + 363960630* 204 + 4368 14071 f208
+ 1730214602ί244+1963201767?248 + 2216376776<2
+ 2785299743f260 + 31009837 10ί264 + 3436532034/268 + 3792023955*272
+ 7625054128ί308 + 8080605429?312 + 8530781308/316 + 8973489231ί320
+ 9404047193/324 + 9820361028ί328 + 10217690359ί332 + 10594101406ί336
+ 10944974102ί340 + 1 1268698558/344 + 1 1560953224ί348 + 1 1820605627/352
+ 12545212616/372 + 12566910422?376 + 12545212616ί380 + 12481889419ί384
+ 12375970644/388 + 12230003475ί392 + 12043796179/396 + 1 1820605627ί400
+ 11560953224ί404 + 11268698558/408 + 10944974102ί412 + 10594101406ί416
+ 10217690359ί420 + 9820361028ί424+9404047193ί428 + 8973489231/432
+ 853078 1308/436 + 8080605429/440 + 7625054128;444 + 7168581264?448
+ 6713128315ί452 + 6262771 875/456 + 5819175192ί460 + 53859171 15ί464
+ 496428443 1 ί468 + 4557273329ί472 + 41 6573 11 23ί476 + 3792023955/480
+ 3436532034ί484 + 3100983710ί488 + 2785299743ί492 + 2490597453<496
+ 2216376776/500+1963201767ί504+1730214602ί508
+ 1323941514/516+1149232929ί520
+ 363960630*548 + 301389903/552 +247823660ί556 + 202451 163ί560
+ 164140047ί564+132161437ί568 + 105549085ί572 + 83679250<576
+ 65756890ί580 + 51272203?584 + 39594318/588 + 30324507/592 + 22980000ί596
+ 17262549/600 + 12816307ί604 + 9427941ί608 + 6845055ί612+4922301ί616
+ 3487706ί620 + 2447124/624 + 1688292ί628 + 1 153627ί632 + 773052*636
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12f 72° + f724 + 3ί728 + 2ί736 - <740 + ί744 + ί752. Π
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